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Gross Elected to Dead SUA
by Michael Grayson

Howard
Gross was elected SBA
President on February 10: He was formerly a first-year representative
for
Section 12. He is now in the process of
reorganizing committees and preparing
the SBA for the coming year. Gross says
his priorities are changing the policy for
. missed exams and continuing the improvement of the placement office.
Gross hopes to present Dean Barron
with a proposal for changing the missed
exam policy and to have faculty-student
committee appointed to finalize the new
policy for students who miss an exam due
to pregnancy or for other legitimate
reasons.
Placement is also an important issue for
Gross. The hiring of Dean Jenkins has
improved placement, he says. Gross still
wants to implement the rest of the SBA
Placement Proposal which calls for a
further increase in Placement Office staff,
the addition of· a word processor for
student use, and the recruitment of more
diverse law firms. Gross would, particularly like to see active recruitment of
public interest and minority law firms. A
greater diversity can be obtained, he days,
by contacting a wider variety of firms and
letting them know that the law students
here are interested in public interest law.
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Howard Grosl

Under Gross's direction, the SBA will be
working more closely with Dean Jenkins
through the Placement Committee.

Gross
may not be pleased with
construction hassles, but realizes it's not
realistic to stop construction. He thinks
that a timetable should be posted well in
advance so that classroom switching can
be done smoothly, if it proves necessary.
The SBA will fight future tuition increases, Gross asserts. But it is too late to
do anything .about the increase already
scheduled for 1983~84she says. More
student activism and concern might be

effective tools for fighting the increases,
hedaims.
He thinks that students are
angrier than last year, due to increased
costs in addition to construction
inconveniences.
Minority student recruitment also is a
concern that the SBA plans to address.
According to Gross, many students either
, d.pn'tr~lize..()r; gon~tcare about the lack of
minority students in the law school. He
thinks that informing students of the
, problem is the first step on the road to a
better minority recruitment policy.
Gross would like to see more active and
successful SBA committees. There was a
partial breakdown of the committee
system in the past year, he says, faulting
the second year chairpersons whom he
claims lost interest. He would like to find
people to chair this year's committees who
will stay "fired up".
To facilitate
correction
of . minor
problems and to keep the SBA in touch
with student concerns, Gross plans to
install a suggestion box to give students an
outlet for their opinions.
Also elected to the SBA were Tony
Targan, Vice President; Tom Connors,
Michael Dolan, Tina Steck, and John Watt,
second-year
represeni:atives;
Steve
Koppel, Kent Murphy, Collins Pettaway
sr., and Charlie Starrs, first-year
, representatives .. Elections for evening
vice-president were -scheduled to be held
the first week of March.

Public Interest Career Day Held

Notes
by Brian Dixon

LEXIS has added a government contracts library to its data base. It is called
PUBCON and covers recent reports of
various agency Boards of Contract
Appeals.
LEXIS has also added attorney general
opinions from eight states to its STATES
library: California, Illinois, Minnesota,
New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Tennessee
and Texas. These opinions begin in 1977.
LEXIS has some competition here now,
too. WESTLAW has arrived. WESLAW,
for those of you who haven't heard of it, is
an on-line legal research system similar to
LEXIS. We will be offering training
beginning sometime in March.
.
One final note: The Library recently
.modified its interlibrary loan procedures
so that law firms can no longer send their
messengers into the building to copy cases
and law review articles. We hope that this
will reduce the congestion at the
photocopi ers.

ProretlOr Wade McCree

McCree:

A

Critical Eye.
On the Judiciary
by Associate Dean Teresa M. Schwartz

On Monday, March 7th, Professor Wade
McCree of the University of Michigan Law
School will deliver a lecture to the law
school community
as part of the
Enrichment Program. His talk entitled,
"Who Judges the Judges?" will be held at
4:00 p.m. in Room 101.
Professor McCree is one of the nation's
most distinguished lawyers. Following his
graduation from Harvard Law School he
practiced law in Detroit. In 1952Governor
G. Mennen Williams appointed him to the
Wayne County Circuit Court, making him
the first black man to sit on a Michigan
Court of Record. He was later appointed to
the U.S. District Court for the Eastern
District of Michigan by President Kennedy, and in 1966 President Johnson appointed him to the U.S. Court of Appeals
for the Sixth Circuit. He left the bench
when President Carter appointed him
Solicitor General in 1977,a position he held
until he joined the University of Michigan
Law School faculty.
Professor McCree brings a wealth of
experience and knowledge to his topic
"Who Judges the Judges?" He will discuss
how judges are selected and trained in our
judicial system, and he will also discuss
the role of the Solicitor General's office
during the question and answer period.

Preregistration
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A PubUe Servle&oPublleInterest Career Day wal beld Tuesday, March 1. at GW'I MarvlD CeDler Ballroom. Spoaeored
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Set

Pre-registration
for the Fall 1983
semester will be upon us soon. This year
as, in the past, those students who will be
in their third year will register first. Preregistration for third year students.will be
on March 9 and 10 in Stockton Hall. All
other students will pre-register following
Spring Break on March 30 and 31.
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Jenkins Expands Placement
by Fi/omena D'Elia

Although
he has filled the newly
created position of Assistant Dean for
Career Development for only a few short
months, John S. Jenkins seems at home
puffing on his pipe and amiably answering
the questions of students who stop by his
office. Working at the National Law Center
is a homecoming for .Jenkins, who attended the Center as a night student and
graduated in 1961.
Jenkins says the thought of returning to
his alma mater was "appealing" to him
and was one of the reasons he accepted the
position. He also appreciates an academic
environment, he says, and the chance to
work with young people. Jenkins found
teaching at the Naval Justice School to be
one of the most enjoyable experiences he
had during his twenty-year career with the
Judge Advocate General's Office. When he
became Judge Advocate General in 1980,
Jenkins headed an office with about a
thousand, mostly young, attorneys. He
liked working with these attorneys and
they; in turn, said he had "good rapport
with young people."
Jenkins notes that there has been a great
deal of change in the NLC since he attended. It was a good school then, he says,
but it's a better school now. He is impressed with the high caliber of both the
faculty and students. Stockton Hall, he
says, is one thing that hasn't changed. He
is pleased, however, with the school's
building program and believes it indicates
the "dedication of the school to expand the
facilities available to students."

One unwelcome change which has
developed since 1961 is the increase in
unemployment among new law, school
graduates.
The Career Development
Office (CDm
recently
sent out a
placement
questionnaire
to current
students and recent graduates' of the
National Law Center. Jenkins says that
the returns from the class of 1982 indicate
that approximately 85 percent of the class
has legal jobs. At this time of year in 1973
about m percent of the class-of 1972 had
legal jobs. That high rate of employment is
even more startling, he suggests, when one
considers that the NLC had little in the
way of placement services in 1m3.

The CDO is expanding its programs
and facilities in order to aid students in
this time of higher unemployment. The
Office is trying to increase the number of
interviewers visiting the NLC in the fall,
and is also attempting to institute a spring
interviewing
program.
The spring
, program would be geared towards small
and medium sized firms which may be
uncertain of their hiring needs in the fall.
Recently a new 'brochure was sent to
several hundred small firms, describing
the NLC, its faculty and students, and the
services offered by the CDO to prospective
employers. Jenkins hopes the response
will yield a larger number of spring interviews.
The CDO is also looking into initiating a
regional interviewing program in the fall.
Many students
have
indicated
a
willingness to pay the expenses of flying to

Programs·

another city if the Office sets up such a
program.
Jenkins sees himself as a "salesman",
and part of his job is contacting employers
in order to encourage them to come to the
NLC. He seizes opportunities such as
speaking at a recent ABA convention to
potential employers about the high caliber
of the school and its students.
Jenkins and the Office personnel are
dedicated to providing students with
resources to help find jobs, he says. The
library at the Office is a good one and
contains all the publications
recommended for such libraries by the National
Association for Law Placement.
The
Office has also started publishing a
placement newsletter called "Noteworthy", put together every two weeks by
staff assistant
Valerie
Price.
The
newsletter serves to alert students to job
opportunities and programs
available
through the Office, and gives students
helpful hints on how to go about looking for
legal employment.
Since Jenkins knows what it is like to be
a night student, he is trying to make sure
that the placement needs of night students
are met. At a recent evening program
entitled "An Introduction to the Career
Development
Office,", Jenkins
told
students he was trying to encourage more
evening placement programs and to
videotape some programs which can only
be held during the day. He's willing to set
up appointments during lunch time and in
the early evening in order to answer their
questions.
Jenkins
welcomes
suggestions
by

De..

Jolm S. JeDldDa

, students on how to improve the Office. He
has studied the Placement
Proposal
written last fall by the SBA, and feels that
it contains "good suggestions," many of
which have been followed. In order to
encourage future student input Jenkins
has requested that Howard Gross, the new
president of the SBA, form a student
committee to meet with Jenkins on a
regular basis.

Jenkins says it cannot be assumed
that all the efforts of the Career
Development
Office personnel
will
automatically
increase available
job
opportunities, However, full-time, parttime, and summer jobs are coming into the
Career Office every day, and Jenkins
encourages
students
to check the
placement books on a regular basis.
As for Jenkins' own job, he coments that
he enjoys the, position, and is "pleased at
Dean Barron's offer" to make him
Assistant Dean for Career Development.

Professors:Who Teaches Them to Teach?
by Brian O'Donnell

Even at the most utopian law school
a few students inevitably leave a confusing
session with a professor wondering, "How
did that guy (woman) ever get a teaching
ob?" At the National Law Center, faculty
.tatus is acquired through a highly
.ompetltive
process which provides
.tudents and current faculty with several
opportunities to give thumbs up or thumbs
down to aspiring teachers of torts,
jurisprudence, anti-trust, etc. Once employed, professors remain subject to
tenure evaluation and student evaluations.
According to Professor C. Thomas
Dienes', 'chairman
of the Faculty
~ppointment Committee (FAC), the Law.
:::enter receives up to 350 applications for
-ach faculty opening. What selection
zriteria are used by the faculty-student
"appointments
committee?
Dienes indicates that different criteria may be
emphasized from year to year as the needs
)f the law school dictate.
Recently, Dienes noted the Law Center
las been "hiring young" though guided by
I "conscious decision to hire people with
iroven publication and teaching exJerience." He offered as an example that
our of the five persons recently chosen to
ill slots for 1983-84 have teaching exlCrience.
Prof. Dienes -suggested tha t though
ignificance has been attached to the
iublishing
records
of recent
ap'ointments, The National Law Center has
ontinued selecting experienced teachers
nd practitioners as well. Remarking that
ie present faculty is "extremely strong
n practical experience already" Dienes

proposed that it is "almost mandatory for
someone new to have practiced" in addition to other assets.

All

members' of the appointments
committee 'rank each, applicant on zeroone-two points scale <withdhe.'J;'t.twos~'i; n
generally being put on holdiforf\frther'
consideration. Any committee member;
can request to put someone on hold.
Following a discussion of the suitablility of
highly ranked candidates for specific
vacancies, a group of applicants
is
selected to receive invitations to spend a
day at the Law Center.
The academician pageant continues as
candidates spend a busy meeting with
general groups of faculty and students as
well as FAC members and have a private
meeting with Dean Jerome Barron. The
FAC solicits student evaluations of applicants from their previous school as well
as input from the student bar associations
of those schools. Each candidate must also
give a presentation akin to a classroom
exchange to a faculty-student audience.
After the candidates leave the campus,
the F AC 'reconvenes
and faculty and
students vote separately to continue or
terminate an individual's candidacy. A
general faculty meeting follows at which
the SBA and FAC's student members
present their recommendations. \
At that point, students and untenured
faculty leave the forum. Dienes views this
as necessary in order to preserve 'confidentiality and show sensitivity to the
reputations of persons under discussion.
Tenured faculty cast final votes for their
professorial selections.
,
Prof. Dienes, in his second year as F AC
chairman, said though students are not in
as strong a position as faculty to judge

applicants' publication records, they are
able to discuss the candida tes "as teachers
and people." He added that faculty
members themselves vigorously debate
the relative weights to be accorded
publishing credentials, teaching skills and
practical experience. Dienes said the
value of publishing should not be underestimated since it. can enhance the
reputation of 'the school.

Dean Barron expressed satisfaction
that the selection process used in recent
years "reveals the capacity of people to

teach" though sometimes, he said, it can
be deceiving. He explained that, generally,
a candidate who seems interesting in an
interview will generate interest in a
classroom. He cautioned, however, that
some who interview very well prove not to
be good teachers.
Barron noted that he looks for candidates with well-defined ideas - objectives, methods, materials, etc. - with
respect to particular courses. Both Barron
and Dienes emphasized the importance of
hiring individuals with diverse teaching
See PROFESSORS, p.4
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The Fifth Annual Law Revue
The Cast

The Students of the National Law Center
of George Washington University

John Bailey
Janet Bartelmay_
Charles Berardesco
Ray Bershtein
Alan Boyd
Kathleen Brennan
Bruce Brodigan
Martha Bronaugh
Teri Brunsman
Bob Burkholder
Ron Bush
Melanie Calvert
Mona Charen .
Arlyn Charles
Steve Cooper
David Danner
Peter Darvin
Allison David
Linda Eckard
Bruce Freidberg
Minday Gildin
Sheila Glusco
Danielle Goldman
Stewart Greene
Jolene Grimm
Cindie Harrison
Margaret Hawthorne
Fig Horton
Jim Jackson
Cynthia luco
David Kaleel
Nan Kalthoff
Barry Kaplan
Steve Kieselstein
Helen Kloogman
Joyce Korn
Susan Lane
Lynne Lassin
Lisa Ledet
Randi Lewis
June LiebJich
Marsha MacBride
Cindy Macioch
Jan Majewski
David Marcus
Cindy Marrah
Butch McGlade
Andrew Meikle
George Milko
Mauro Montoya
Mindy Morrison
Karen Munster
Michael Myckowiak
Alan Nessman
Kathy Dram
Barbara Padorr
Jeffrey Pargament
Todd Park
. Mary Pazan
Valerie Perrin
Frank Pietrantonio
Julie Porter
Andrew· Robinson
Steve Rodio Nancy Rose
Robin Rosenzweig
Owen Rumelt
Preston Rutledge
Evelyn Sahr
Mary Ellen Seravelli
Julie S hemitz
Eric Siegel
Jill Siegel
Paul Siminovsky
Alan Siobodin
Frank Solorzano
Bonnie Suchman
Sirena Terr
Margaret Thomas
Susan Vogel
Carol Zuckerman

, -UlassReunion'
Invite Yon to

March 6, 1983
by Ted Brunsman

Lisner Auditorium

Special Souvenir Edition

Tlie .Advocate

Hey everybody! You are most
cordially invited to this year's National
Law Center Ten Year Class Reunion. Yes,
believe it or not, you have been out of law
school for a decade! We thought, since so
many of you are coming in from the
"hinterlands," we would provide an update on law school activities from the time
you. left these hallowed halls.
First, we assume that you have noticed
an end to the pleas for building funds ..
Construction has finally ended, butthe
NLC will not be exactly as you left it. It
seems that, as the eighth year of building
approached an end and it became clear
that it would take at least two more years
to complete the faculty solarium and the
Journal of International
Law's broom
closet, Dean Barron admitted that the
mysterious source of building funds had
evaporated.
Barron and George Hyman, the building
contractor, subsequently concluded a deal
whereby the building would be finished if
the NLC agreed to rename Burns Library
"Hyman Memorial Library," Stockton
Hall "George Hyman Hall," and the Bacon
Hall replacement the "Hyman Annex."

building "slush fund" - "Barrongate" in
political shorthand. Even those of you who
have spent the last few years in the Central
Time Zone must have heard some inkling
of the scandal.
The criticism
of Dean Barron's
leadership predominated the construction
crisis (no one mentioned to the student
body tha t dynamiting was going to occur
during final exams of first semester,
1984.) Casualties numbered in the hundreds, and the antiquated emergency
leave policy (causing dozens of students
with broken limbs and serious concussions
to complete their exams in order to receive
a letter.grade.Ior their courses) has led to
a "Draft Schechter" movement.
Professor Schechter is rumored to be
behind the move to be installed as dean; it
would avoid an additional postponement of
his tenure decision. To the amazement of

Hard bargaining was all that prevented a
change to "HNLC" - Hyman National
Law Center. Hyman's argument was that
it was worth completing the $1.6 billion
boondoggle (more costly than this year's
entire defense budget> because it provided
prolonged
advertising
for Hyman's
company and single-handedly carried the
industry through the 1987 Washington,
D.C. construction slump.
Barron said that he had no choice in the
matter. "60 Minutes" was on the verge of
producing an expose on the alleged

the student population, Schechter (who is
averaging 750students per class in the new
amphitheater
classroom) has found it
difficult to achieve
tenured status.
Loquacious faculty members mumble that
they keep him on tenure track but postpone the decision in order to force him to
conform to the faculty position on teaching
- i.e., refraining from wearing pink "
'zod" shirts and curbing his impulse to
parody other professors from the podium.
You are probably wondering about other
faculty members, Schechter is still going
strong, but many of your old friends have
flown the coop. Dean Potts retired to
pursue his hobby of clock repair full time,
but was "encouraged" to return to the
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NLCwhen the exam bombing snafu (see
above) occurred.
John Banzhaf, III, thanks to the
notoreity he received when his legal activism class sued him for unfair labor
practices in the best "Sue the Bastard!"
tradition, was hired to replace Judge
Wopner on People's Court P.M. starting
next season. Professor-Judge
Banzhaf
plans to return during his hiatus to participate in the Law School Enrichment
Program, and he is favored as a candidate
for commencement speaker this spring.
Dean Theresa Schwartz has decided to
leave the academic world since receiving
the 1986Nobel Peace Prize for breaking up
a particularly messy confrontation between Dean Barron, a pregnant law
student, her husband (a Washington
Redskins offensive lineman), the entire
membership
of Law Association
for
Women, two National Enquirer reporters,
and a flock of chickens (don't ask),
Overhauls of the Placement Office since
the 1982·83installation of John S. Jenkins
as Assistant Dean have been as frequent
and unpredictable as political turnovers in
Latin America; The current structure of
the "Career Self-Help Center" exemplifies
the new, get-tough atmosphere of the
NLC. Reorganized by out-of-work entrepreneur Sir Freddy Laker, the no-frills
office includes a set of MartindaleSee REUNION, p. 8-4
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As the curtain at Lisner Auditorium goes
up at 7 p.m. on March 6, the lSOo-member
audience will (hopefully) begin to experience an evening of fun and laughter
and may even be prodded to reflect
seriously just a bit. For the hundred-or-so
law students connected with Law Revue V,
the next few hours will be the culmination
of many weeks of intense practice. With
luck, audience and cast alike will consider
the evening a success.
I was asked by the editor to write a
"serious" article about this year's Law
Revue ... not the usual flip jokes and
horror stories, she pleaded. Such a task is
not an easy one, since it is the fuiiny times
and awful times that really stick out in
one's mind.
Nonetheless, a serious side does exist,
and on that note, I share with you a list
prepared from a quick survey of this
year's cast. The following represents a list
of those that deserve the recognition for
this year's Law Revue show. Ithink it tells
the story of "serious side" of Law Revue
V.:

Plaudits to Barry Kaplan, the Executive Director of
the show, who has worked for months
writing skits, directing, and generally
holding us all together.
Skit directors - Steve Cooper, Andy
Robinson, June Lieblich, Linda Eckard
and Mindy
Gildin, and especially
choreographers Julie Shemitz and Robin
Rosenzweig, for the time and patience
they had in helping a bunch of law students
become a cast of performers.
Teri Brunsman, Technical Director, for
knowing about lights and sound and all
that other stuff that's so foreign to the rest
of us.

Ken Thomas, Eric Simon, John Suder
and the rest of the musicians for learning
the songs- and music that's so key to the
show.
Nan Kalthoff. Costumes Director,
Cindy Marrah, Make-up Director,
helping us look good on stage.

and
for

Lisa Ledet, for organizing the ticket
sales, so we don't have to perform to an
empty auditorium.
Cindy Iuco, for putting together the
show program that we can all send home
to Mom and Dad.
All the people who submitted ideas for
numbers, and to all those who put those
ideas on paper.
The entire cast, for putting up with
grueling work-outs, late-night practices,
and demanding directors.
The deans and professors, for being good
sports about the jokes that are poked at
them (and for understanding why none of
the cast is prepared for class on Monday,
March 7>'
And, most of all, to the audience for
laughing harder at our jokes than at our
flubs.
Contributed by
Janet Bartelmay,
Producer, Law RevueV

Photos by Vale,

;e

Richardson

te

editors of the Advocate have'
asked me for some words in honor of the
Fifth Annaul Law Revue. I guess it was a
thoughtful request, although it sort of
reminds me of having Ronald Reagan do
the introduction for an Americans for
Democratic Action banquet. It reminds
me, also, of the way Alfred Hitchcock used
to introduce his horror movies - not that
the Law Revue is a chamber of horrors.
For the students, it is a time for laughter.
As for the faculty and administration,
well, you can't please everybody.
In the past, the Law Revue has been
remarkable for its exhibition of school
spirit, musicianship, and enthusiasm. But
most of all, it has been noted for its understatement and sensitivity. I think the
idea is to make Don Rickles look like St.
Francis of Assisi. But the faculty and the
administration
forgive
them
for
everything. (They have no choice, poor
souls.) Enjoy the show.
SOME TRANQUILIZING

BULLETINS

I have long since given up trying to
pursue every rumor that hurtles down our

I also want to use this opportunity to
announce to all of the students of the
National Law Center that James B. Alsip,
University Librarian and head of the
Gelman Library, has informed me that the
Gelman Library will. be open -, I
REPEAT, OPEN - to law students for
study during the exam period.

corridors, but there are a few that I would
like to confront. There is a rumor that we
are saving the jackhammers for the exam
period. This is not true!! Seriously, we are
doing everything we possibly can to assure
that the contractors will be operating at a

rmrnmum noise level during the exam
period. Furthermore, the scheduling unit
in the University Registrar's office has
informed us that additional classrooms
elsewhere on campus will be made
available to hold exams, if necessary.

This is an exciting period in the history
of this law school. It is also a difficult
period, On the whole, the students have
been extremely cooperative and understanding. You may be sure tha t all of us
. on the faculty and in the administration
deeply appreciate your cooperation. I give
you all my pledge that I am going to do
everything possible to provide a quiet
exam period. I am sure that this kind of
promise will inspire the fates to provide an
earthquake, but, nevertheless, I do want to
assure you that we are doing and will
continue to do everything we can to have it
quiet around here during the exam period.
Thanks for all your help.
Jerome A. Barron
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Reunion, cont. From p. 5-1
Hubbel's,
various telephone directories,
and a dilapidated word processor (Laker's
concession to luxury). However, by the
time you arrive for the reunion, it is likely
that a new regime will have taken over.
Bulletins will follow.
Professor Chandler has been asked to
serve
as dictator
in an obscure
subequatorial nation, his acceptance is
pending an appointment as lifetime Chief
Inquisi tor.
As everyone in the country has no doubt
heard already, Professor Sirulnik has
accomplished a coup more impressive
than any of the recent Placement blitzes.
He has negotiated quarters for the legal
clinics in the White House! The current
resident of the White House, a bachelor
President who is best known for his able
service in the Senate, penchant for clam
chowder, and bathing in the Chappaquidick, had extra office space in the
East Wing. .
Professor Sirulnik, who has spent the
last several years stalling the return of the
clinics to the Hymancomplix-because
of
the severe jolt the departure from their
current luxurious quarters will cause the
staff, was informed that no further delay
would be tolerated by the Administration.
However, when Sirulnik pulled off the
White House offices, Dean Barron realized
_ what a boost in image could result from
the move (after all Georgetown didn't get
offices in the White Housel), and saw that
it was ratified in the shortest, least antagonistice
faculty meeting in NLC
history.
For now, that's all the news the Reunion
Committee could assemble to catch you up
on your legal alma mater. We know you're
going to enjoy your upcoming trip down
memory lane - your chance to reacquaint
yourselves with people you haven't seen in
10 years.
Dust off your Gilbert's and your Prosser
on Tor'ts and take a few days to mingle
nostalgia with the ongoing process of life.
It's good for the soul, you know! See you at
the party!!!
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Barry Kaplan

Mindy Gildin
Susan Vogel

PRODUCER
janet Bartelmay

PRODUCTION MANAGERS
Nan Kalthoff (Costumes)
Cindy Marrah (Make upr

•
:

TECHNICAL DIRECTOR
Teri Brunsman

Lisa Ledet (Ticket Sales)
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Potts Discusses·Policy On Final Exam Excusal
4

by Douglas Wentz

Recently, the National Law Center's
policy
concerning
the
taking
of
. rescheduled final exams aroused controversy.
The Advocate
spoke with
Associate Dean Edward Potts on Wednesday, February
16 concerning
this
issue:
Dean Potts, what is the current National
Law Center Policy concerning excused
absences from final exams?
Dean Potts: At the time of the
examination, if a student is unable to be
present at the examination, he-she has
thirty days in which to request an excused
absence. If an excused absence is granted
then two options are open. First, the next
regularly scheduled exam in that course
may be taken for a numerical grade.
Second, arrangements for a rescheduled
examination to be graded on a credit-no,
credit basis may be made with the
professor.
The main reason for our rule is that an
excused student is taking an exam which
·presumably is different from what other
people took at a different time under
different
circumstances.
Trying
to
evaluate a single rescheduled exam for a
specific numerical grade is for all practical purposes impossible. If you have
nothing to compare an exam to, the whole
evaluation process is out of focus.
You also have to consider the fact that
preparing a make-up examination of equal
difficulty to the regularly scheduled
examination is also next to impossible/On
the other hand, if the student is given the
same examination you have a serious
fairness problem if a numerical grade is
given.
Last fall, a pregnant woman due to
deliver durln-g finals week asked to
reschedule her exams and to receive a
grade for her work. What was the decision
in that case, and how was it reached?
Dean Potts: This question comes up

every year, and usually every semester.
Th~ answer is that a woman expecting to
give birth, or the father directly involved
in the birthing process, falls under the
same rules that are provided for everyone
else with a valid reason for missing an
examination. She has the option of either
taking the next regularly scheduled exam
in the course for a grade, or of arranging a
re:c~edUled e~ami~tion to be graded on a
cr dit-no credit basis. .
"
What was unusu~l about this pa~tIcular
request was th~t It came approximately
fou: months I.'rI.o~~o the expected date of
dehvery an? It .1llitIally was a request for
earlyexam1OatIons. We have ~ever given
them for .several r~sons relating t~ exam
preparation, .secUrIty and ~a~~.
I
sh~uld al~o pomt out that predic~blhty of
dehve~y IS not .that accur~te el~er. In
many instances 10 the past, including last
fall, students have delivered either earlier
or later than anticipated and there either
was no problem or a different problem
than you expected.
The SBA and LAW are preparing an
alternative excused absence policy for the
National Law Center. What is your
reaction to this effort, and do you believe
the Administration is open to suggestions
for change?
...
.
Dean Potts: I believe we are completely
open to suggestions for change; however,
you should remember that over the thirtytwo years that I've been here we've had
several policies, and the one that we
presently have is one that we sincerely
believe is the fairest that we have been
able to work out.
If you're looking for alternatives, I think
one of two could logically be considered.
First, certainly you could propose an
honors system. In that case, as I've
already mentioned, .your whole situation
with exam security is moot. Second, and
much more likely, we might consider
offering letter grades to students who take
make-up exams. These letter grades
would not effect the cumulative average
yet would give employers an indication of
the student's performance in that course.

This is an evaluation which I think the
faculty could make without too much
difficulty. In other words, distinguishing
an A from a B or a B from a C is quite
different from distinguishing an 86 from an
82, or a 78 from a 74: But remember that
given the volume of requests for excused
absences, even the letter grade option is no
clear-cut solution.
We have a fairness problem here in that
we don't want to penalize a student who
has to take a make-up exam but we don't
want to create an advantage either. What
many may not realize is that typically a
request for an excused absence comes
during the exam period and frequently just
prior to, or at the time of, the exam in
question: The student is ill or has a death
in the family and wants to know the consequences of missing his-her examinationsis)
.
I usually have to come up with an an.
swer at that moment. There is no committee meeting, consultation with other
members of the faculty, etc. involved. This
of necessity means that I frequently am
exercising a judgment based upon the
good faith of the individual student. I think
you can see thatif there is no particular
advantage
in taking
a
delayed
examination, the integrity of the system is
basically maintained. If a clear advantage
is available abuse is certain.
Incidentally, the Scholarship Committee
considered a request last fall to make an
exception to the rule for childbirth and
concluded after careful review that it was
not warranted. The Committee is composed of six faculty members and three
students. The majority of both faculty and
student members were in agreement
(there were only two dissents).
The Student Bar Association (SBA) and
Law Association for Women (LAW> have
conducted research which indicates that 15
of GW's peer institutions,
including
Georgetown, Michigan and Columbia law
schools, all allow the rescheduling of final
exams for grades in the event 01

emergencies or unavoidable problems
such as car accidents, deaths In families,
and pregnancies. Why has the National
Law Center not ~dopted a simUar policy?
Dean Potts: The first and foremost
answer is that we think that our present
policy is a very satisfactory one which
works fairly considering
our highly
comparative grading system. As far as
these other schools 'are concerned, it's
important to note several factors. Some of
these schools have letter rather than
numerical grading, and so many be less
precise in their evaluations.
I believe that several of these schools do
not allow students to elect to take courses
on a credit-no credit basis, and so have no
choice but to give students a grade. At GW,
students long ago petitioned to have a
credit-no credit option, and this approach
has been incorporated into the rescheduled
exam policy. Also, a number of other
schools have an honors system which
allows a student to take an early or late
exam which is identical to that to be taken
by his classmates. The student takes the
exam at his convenience, and is on his
honor not to report the exam contents.
Unless you have a formalized honor
system, I'm opposed to such a policy, since
once you've distributed an identical exam
early, you've broken all security.
Finally, many students have little idea
of the scale of this issue. I receive nearly
one hundred requests each semester for
rescheduled exams. That's a lot of
requests, and under our non-honor system
it seems completely unreasonable to me to
expect professors to write andnumerically
grade different
examinations
(conceivably offered early, when scheduled,
and late) for the same course. The best
. answer under our system appears to be the
make-up option on a credit-no credit basis
for those unable to take the regularly
scheduled; exam. This in my judgment is .
the fairest approach from the points of
view of the particular student involved, the
student body as a whole and the professor.

Equal Justice Foundation Seeking <)~tudentPledges
W hen second-year law student Dave
Sherman looked for a job for last summer;

more expected. "Given the cutbacks in
federal agencies which usually safeguard
consumer interests, it is more imperative
than ever that people get involved in public
interest," Sherman said.

one of his most attractive possibilities was
working for Ralph Nader's Congress
Watch,
a group
which
monitors
congressional activity and acts as a
or most students, job hunting is a
clearinghouse for many groups. But, .as
tedious
and frustrating task, to a large
always, money is tight in such public inextent because job opportunities are
terest organizations and consequently jobs
limited by financial constraints, noted
are few. So when Sherman began working
second year student Bruce Brodigan, a
for Congress Watch, his salary did not
member of the chapter's executive board ..
come from the office's shoestring budget
The ability to increase job options is what
- Sherman was paid by his classmates.
makes the EJF program so effective. "It
The Equal Justice Foundation (EJF) set
means that you don't have to work for a
up the program which allowed Sherman
large corporate law firm; that you can
and five other students to realize their
work for a shelter for battered women, for
goals of working in the public interest last
an environmental concern, or for prison
summer. Through the program, students
reform," he said.
pool their money (most contribute twenty
"It's one of the most important things
dollars) then vote on grant proposals of
I've been involved with at this school,"
students interested in public interest legal
said third-year student Marjy Fisher, an
jobs.
.
executive board member who has held
This year's pledge drive is now under
numerous
other positions,
including
way, according to Cindy Macioch, secondpresident of the Student Bar Association.
year student and member of the executive
"The response has been tremendous,"
board of The National Law Center's EJF
Fisher said. -EJF 'has chapters in law
chapter. To pledge, a student merely
schools throughout the country but the
needs to sign a form, she explained. Money
- chapter at the National Law Center
collection and voting on grant proposals
. collected more money and funded more
will be in April.
students than any other school last year.
Sherman, now an executive board
Brodigan noted that the National Law
member, said that already this year there
Center's faculty has also been supportive,
are more pledges than there were last
both through
contributions
and by
year. The official count is 224 pledges with
allowing class time to be used to make

F

short presentations
about the EJF
National Law center graduate as a fullprogram.
time public interest lawyer for a year may
EJF does not represent any particular
also be established, Fisher said. For now,
political philosophy, said John Imhof,
third-year students may pledge twenty
second-year student and executive board
dollars to the summer job program and
member. Imhof noted that although public .. may also pledge to become members of
interest is often considered a "liberal
the National Equal Justice Foundation.
term,"
there are legitimate
"conservative" concerns in public interest. He
Inaddition to Sherman,last year's grant
mentioned that he himself is politically
recipients included Ellen Boegel working
conservative.
with Migrant Legal Action, Pat Gotschalk
Imhof added that EJF is important to
with the Natural Resources Defense
expand the law student's job opportunities
Council, Barb Hathaway with the Camwith organizations
which need legal
paign for Political Rights, Beth Kuoni with
assistance but don't have the money to pay
the national Equal Justice Foundation,
for it.
and Phil Roberts with the Brown Lung
In the future, a program to fund a
Association.
o

PAD NEWS
Phi Alpha Delta Legal Fraternity plans
to have an active spring semester at the
National Law Center. So far PAD has
presented a moot .court strategy session
for first year students, a lecture by
Professor Mary Cheh on the Roe v. Wade
decision and its aftermath, and a silent
auction fund raiser for the fraternity.
Upcoming PAD events include the annual Congressional-Judiciary Reception to
be held on March 9 at the Rayburn House
Office Building on Capitol Hill, and the
PAD Spring Initiation ceremony which

will precede the Reception on March 9. .
PAD is also planning a Preregistration
and Career Advice Session for March.
PAD elections and the annual Officers
Installation and Banquet will be held in
April. Exact times, places and dates for all
PAD spring semester activities will be
posted on the Law Center's bulletin boards
and on the PAD bulletin board on the third
floor of Stockton Hall. Messages and
questions for PAD officers may be left in
the Phi Alpha Delta mailbox in the first
floor student lounge in Stuart Hall.
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Professors, coni, --styles and personal experiences. Barron
stated that "in terms of political slant,
we're doing O.K.," and that the current
faculty
encompasses
a variety
of
philosophical orientations.
In terms of affirmative action goals in
faculty selection, Barron said that the NLC
is "doing better in' terms of hiring
women," with three women having
received full-time appointments during his
tenure as dean. He acknowledged a need in
the area of placing minority faculty and
indicated this goal is being addressed.
Prof. Dienes noted that the FAC "does
think about affirmative action," but that
increasing
women and minority ap- pointments is a long term process. He
noted tha t some women and minori ties are
already moving up the academic ladder at
top law schools and in larger numbers at
less prestigious schools.
Dienes finds that there are also subject
area variations whereby, for example,
constitutional law has attracted many
female scholars but labor law so far only a
few. Here too, Dienes reported that faculty
members differ on the degree to which
affirmative action needs should guide
hiring decisions.

From p. 2

varied student interests, class sizes, and
instructional techniques. He cautioned
that it is a "process of learning" for the
teacher and that students may not understand that at the beginning.
Dienes. expressed his concern about the
evaluation of a young teacher who may'
initially make a bad impression but later
proves very capable. "A professor can
quickly develop' a reputation both unfavorable and difficult to shed," Dienes
said.
Does the Law Center make any effort to
develop the classroom
skills of its
newcomers
or experienced
faculty'?
Professor Robert Park, chairman of the
Faculty Development Committee (FDC)
noted that his committee has provided an
enrichment program for. the faculty but
not a training program per se. Park said
the symposia arranged by the FDC is no,
substitute
fora
conscious
training
program,
but rather
is an aid to
professional development,
through interdisciplinary analysis of law and related
fields.

Issues covered this semester ineluded ethics and economic policy,
sociological meth?<ls~!l~l~ga~:!~s~rc»,
and legal discipIinarY'probletns.":"'J
ct,. ;
Park said that better
classroom
management
stra tegies
could
be
developed among the faculty. There would
be nothing demeaning about offering
relevant instruction to professors, he
suggested, but it would be hard to man- .
date. Similarly, he said, classroom observations of faculty such as are used in
tenure evaluation could be more widely
used on a volunteer basis.
Park reported that substantive material
as well as teaching and testing tools
discussed by the faculty do surface in the
• classroom. Although faculty attendance at
the symposia is relatively low, Park
maintained that "when they do come, it
pays off to the students.

Park acknowledged that there is "very
little" offered to faculty in terms of
pedagogical training other than a program
used with graduate teaching fellows. He
added that the FDC "could and should"
deal more directly with teaching methods.
Yet he is somewhat doubtful that such
effects would have substantial impact.
Tensions may develop between law
students and faculty, said Park, due to
disparate
expectations
of what legal
teaching entails. Park said he understands
students have a reasonable expectation
that subject matter will be "taught in a
lucid, coherent manner making it easy to
learn. " But since teachers are engrossed
in the intricacies of subject matter in
which
students
usually
have
no
background, they may be "inclined to
teach over the heads of the students."
Park said students may underestimate
how difficult it is for a person to project
himself or herself into a teaching role.
Even though instructors can be taught
organizational methods, Park said, instilling certain interpersonal skills may
not be plausible.

J

Once
someone is given a coveted .
faculty position, does the Law Center
formally attempt to assure or develop the
person's ability to teach'? Dienes said this
is not really an issue for those with
teaching experience but the challenge is
"much harder for the novice," though he
says there is not much you can do for
them.
Barron noted, however, that inexperienced personnel usually endeavor to
get assistance, and incoming teachers
have already developed concepts of
preferred
style from their own observations as law students.
Dienes views the early stages of a
teaching career as a "period of growth" in
which instructors attempt to deal with

by Brillat-Savarin

Ernest Hemingway's movable feast
was literary. Mine would be gustatory, a
first course at one restaurant, the main
course at another, and dessert at yet
another.
I can think of no better way to start this
movable feast than with Peking Duck.
Fortunately
for us at GW, one of
the better priced examples of this splendid
dish is just around the corner at Charlie
Chaing's.
Many of you, dear readers,
have
,: bably eaten at this neighbor of ours, if
no,
,( else than as a way of avoiding
eating yet another meal at Scholl's or
Alfredo's. It is a pleasant place, betraying
none of the comfortable tackiness of
Chinese restaurants
of yore. Indeed,
Charlie Chiang's is one of those upscale
Chinese restaurants
that Washington
affluence seems to be breeding and which
are proliferating in our environs (see
House of, Hunan, Ted Liu's, Szechuan
Pavilion ...) The food served is generally
tasty if rarely memorable, with prices
hardly cheap but not outrageous by
Washington standards.

te
Peking Duck offered at dinner,
however, is a genuine treat and a genuine
bargain at $11.95. A six and one-half lb.
duck is roasted in such a way that its skin

crisps, its flesh remains juicy and its fat
dissolves. The golden brown roasted fowl
is brought whole to your table, its putative
chef in tow.
.
After introductions, the chef, skillfully
wielding .a cleaver, begins carving at
tableside the crisp skin and rich meat from
the carcass. Traditionally, skin and meat
are presented on separate -plates. At
Chiang's, though, that tradition is ignored
as the waiter quickly begins his job of
wedding the duck to its partners. He takes
a steamed Chinese pancake, spreads it
flat, dabs it with some sweet and musty
hoison sauce, places medallions of skin
and morsels of meat on the sauce, and then
mounts some flayed scallion on the meat.
The pancake is then folded over the duck
and scallion and tucked in. One has a neat
little package to , ,~ picked up with one's
fingers and grceuily consumed. The duck
should yield six of these packages with the
bonus of leftover meat to nibble on.
Chiang's version of this mandarin
banquet dish could be more elegantly
served,
I suppose.
Sometimes
the
tableside carving is clumsy. Perhaps as
well, the duck is sometimes fattier than it
should be. But, never-the-less, Chiang's
Peking Duck is wonderfully satisfying.
, Scott's Barbecue Pit is the main course
stop for spareribs. Scott's is a take-out
restaurant located on Mt. Pleasant Street,
a block or two above the well-known intersection of 16th Street, N.W. and
Columbia Road, N.W. It is a down-home
type of place, except for its celebrity
photographs on the wall. (Judging from
these, Scott's will be the court barbecue to

In Park's view, graduate teaching involves "Puttinggoodminds in' front' of
other good minds'." A good law teacher, he
said, "takes
students
through
and
analyzes problems" rather than simply
disseminating
information.
There is
sometimes a tradeoff, he argued, between
a teacher who develops analytical skills
through sometimes confusing dialogue,
and one who emphasizes clarity to a point
he is no more useful than a hornbook. Park
cites as a primary problem students
viewing their mission mainly as "learning
material rather than an area of the law."
He defined his classroom job as "supervising the rehearsal, of skills in legal
reasoning." He said that one does not pay
law teachers to be surveyors of the law;
and that black Jetter law is better sur-

a Mondale Administration.> Pork is what
barbecue
is all about,
specifically
spareri 00, and Scott's serves the best in
the city. Its ribs come conveniently cut,
tender, and bathed in a piquant sauce
heavy with vinegar and red pepper (the
sauce can be had mild, medium, or hot.)

With
the rib dinner comes cornbread, greens, and redbeans and rice, all
appetisingly authentic. Thank Heaven,
though, that black-eyed peas are nowhere
on the menu. One can either order a rib
dinner or everyghing a la carte. At present
an a la carte ordering for two amounts to
about $17.00.
Dessert takes us to Suzanne's at DuPont
Circle for sublime chocolate chestnut
gateau. The cake is available by the slice
at both the first floor Fancy Food Store
and the second floor winebar-restaurant.
Hiding beneath a top layer of tasteless
buttercream is an experience as intensely
chocolate as one could imagine. Judging
from its creamy fudge-like texture a
minimum of flour is used in the recipe,
presumably so as not to adulterate the
moist, bittersweet chocolate flavor: At
$2.50 a slice, hedonism could hardly be
more reasonable.
Charlie Chaing's
1912 Eye Street, N.W.
Scott's Bar-B-Que Pit
2066 Mount Pleasant Street, N.W.
Suzanne's
1735 Connecticut Avenue, N.W. '

mised from texts and supplementary
materials.
. Both Barron and Dienes suggested that
students may underestimate
the importance of scholarship and publishing in
considering a professor's value to a law
school. Barron ci ted scholarship as usually
being a "good predictor" of long term
teaching ability. He said, however, that it
is unlikely the Law Center would hire a top
researcher who was considered a poor
teacher.
Dienes said that although students must
be listened to, they cannot dictate the
teaching and publica tion practices of a law
school. He rejected the analogy made by
some students between their role and that
. of a purchaser of a service. Dienes argued
that professors are the employees of the
university and not of the students.
Barron noted his personal uncertainty
as to whether a tenure system promotes
stagnation among professors. He affirmed
that his office must be alert to any widely
spread criticism directed at a particular
staff member and perhaps take steps to
alleviate the problem. He acknowledged
that there is truth to the suggestion that
certain faculty members should be in class
settings and sizes most appropriate to
their talents. He said, however, that an
unfair burden could be placed on popular
professors. "If a teacher is really a small
group-person" Barron said, "we couldn't
afford to hire him or her."

Van Vleck

Board Has
Busy Year
by Filomena D'Elia

The Van Vleck Moot Court Board is
actively engaged in encouraging students
at the National Law Center to participate
in moot court competitions both within the
Law Center and on a national level.
Last November the Board sponsored a
team consisting of Martha McQuade,
Patricia Gotchalk and Jerrol Crouter to
participate in the National Moot Court
Appellate Competition which was held in
Philadelphia, Pa. The team argued issues
regarding habeas corpus and the Confrontation Clause of the Constitution. They
defeated the Georgetown and American
University teams, but subsequently lost to
Maryland in the semifinals.
Another moot court team sponsored by
the Board made it through the blizzard of
February 11 to participate in the Gurley
Mock Trial Competition held in Pittsburgh, Pa, David McPherson and Susan
Oglebey presented evidence and argued a
personal injury case. They succeeded in
winning a jury' verdict and are awaiting
the competition placement results.
Meanwhile at the Law Center, the First
Year, Moot Court Competition is well
underway, After first round arguments on
February 22,Jim Jackson and Jone Lemos
held first place. The next round of
arguments is scheduled for March 18 with
with the final round to be held in April.
The new officers of the Moot Court
Board are, looking forward to an even more
active fall semester. The new Chairperson, Jean Bilodeau, and the two Vice
Chairpersons, Kim Lonergan and Rob
Brill, are already making plans to increase the involvement of Law Center
students in outside competitions and to
provide more guidance to students in the
annual Law Center competitions.

